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Who Am I? 

 

My name is Padraig. I'm your ordinary bloke. I have a loving wife and a very sick child. I 

have decided to call myself Paddy Pylon cos I have powerful enemies with bank balances 

larger than Tesco's annual turnover. They are sailing huge boats loaded with pylons and 

wind turbines across the Irish Sea as we speak. They do not like being contradicted. They 

treat politicians like cheap toys: if they can't be controlled, they are ruined and tossed aside. 

I don't see many ruined politicians in this country. Go figure. 

Two years ago I was approached by your man in a sharp suit. He asked if they could build 

a pylon near the bottom of my plot. There would be 30 000 euro in it for me. I remember 

asking at the time why specifically 30 000 euro? He told me it was a popular figure in the 

pylon industry as they found it was enough for most people. I believed his smile at the time. 

Things were not good then as I had just lost my job in the building trade and I had a young 

child. My wife had a job in one of those talk centres but that went belly-up after the 

government weren't bothered to step in. My pension funds with Irish National went away 

and never came back, along with the bosses of that fine institution. The whole thing was 

desperate altogether. So 30 000 euro was enough to bring me over. I never copped on that 

it was 30 pieces of silver and I had just placed my family in wicked danger. 

We don't sleep. We always feel bad. We have aches and pains all the time. We look shook 

all the time. My daughter has missed so much school I have started home-schooling her. 

Even when she does get to school the lads all laugh at her cos she's so pale and skinny 

with big black circles around her eyes. When I manage to get a job here and there the lads 

are always asking if I'm scagged cos I look awful. My wife's hair comes off in bunches. But 

nobody wants to mention the C word. 

That pylon makes such a feckin racket so there is no sleep.  I surf the internet a lot, looking 

for stuff on pylons and trying to avoid EirGrid's shite website. I came across this English 

professor called Dennis Henshaw. Sure, he's the auld enemy but what an eye opener. Your 

man Dennis explains that when dust settles on pylons and power cables it becomes 

electrically charged, sort of like iron filings left on an electromagnet.  Only smaller.  And 

deadlier.  And they can fly on the wind much further. 

 

This is from an open letter that Dennis wrote a while back: 

"In the case of high voltage overhead powerlines, these should not be built close to houses or farms 
where cattle and poultry are housed. 

The available evidence on adverse health effects of MF exposure speaks for itself. No longer can we 
talk of differing opinions of whether or not there are such adverse health effects: the question is not 
about what people think, rather it is about what the evidence says. 



 

Official review bodies are usually constrained by their Terms of Reference and have not been in a 
position to access the bulk of our scientific knowledge of MF interactions with biological systems. As I 
will explain below, I estimate that such bodies have at most addressed only 10% of the available 
evidence/data." 

 

All we hear from our Ministers is that there is no danger and that they (the Government) 

would never dream about hurting Irish citizens. What a crock. And now they have appointed 

an expert panel with terms of reference as narrow as Victoria Beckham's arse. As Dennis 

says, they will only be allowed to see 10% of the evidence. If that wasn't bad enough, your 

man Rabbitte now says the panel's findings won't be binding, which shows they are running 

scared even from that 10%. 

The talking heads on the government payroll have been very cute with their little speeches. 

All they talk about are non-ionised dust  particles in their bogus studies telling us there is no 

danger. Sure, why would ordinary dust be dangerous? Do we look like eejits? 

The dangerous dust is the supercharged stuff that comes off and down from the electric 

cable. It sticks on your skin and gives you skin cancer. It sticks on your lungs and gives you 

lung cancer. It attacks our kids with their weaker immune systems and gives them 

leukemia. It does the same with cows and horses. 

As you can see, I've learned a bit from the internet. I'm still just your man who used to lay 

blocks for a living, but I have some knowledge that the government is trying to hide from 

me, and all those others with families in the EirGrid corridors. And by Jaysus I am hoppin' - 

how dare you make my family sick without warning me about what I was getting into? 

All I can say is when your man comes sliding up with his 30 000, answer him and the 

Minister like I should have: " I will in me hole, now feck off my land". 

Dennis Henshaw is speaking in Trim on the 10th of February. I will be in the front row. I 

hope Nationwide or your wan on Prime Time make a film of his talk. 

 

(2 February 2014) 
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Politicians and Cute Hoors 

 

I realised today that I wouldn't throw a politician on my fire even if it was the only thing I had 

to warm my house. The stink would be awful. 

You’d be amazed what someone with a bit of time on his hands can find on the internet, 

while his daughter coughs in her bed, his cat is up the pylon and its brass monkeys outside. 

I’ve been reading all I can on the Grid 25 project, and before that what was called the 

NREAP (National Renewable Energy Action Plan). The whole feckin thing was cooked up 

by politicians for politicians. The ordinary person didn’t get a look-in. 

The same goes for EirGrid – it came in under the radar. After Mary O’Rourke was bet black 

n blue over her handling of the whole electricity mess she quietly cooked up EirGrid by 

Regulation, instead of putting it before the Oireachtas and the voters. Ordinary feckers like 

me didn’t have a notion that EirGrid even existed until it was too late. Us poor eejits have 

only been hearing about EirGrid in the last coupla years (some people in the last coupla 

months) but EirGrid was invented back in 2000, whilst those FF gobshites were in power.  It 

was their plan – scribbled down on the back of Bertie’s pack of smokes. The same 

gobshites who are now jumping up and down pointing fingers at Enda and the Rabbitte. 

You couldn’t tell em apart, that’s why they wear the coloured ties. 

Fianna Fail cooked the whole thing up. Fine Gael and Labour ran with the ball when they 

saw the money at the end of the rainbow and so doubled the order of wind farms, hoping to 

sell power to the Brits. The wind farms need 400kV cable to connect to the grid, and 400kV 

cable needs pylons to hold it up. Now its goin arseways cos the Brits don’t need our 

electricity and we are paying millions to the private wind farms to switch off at night. So now 

the hoors are jumping ship like the rats they are as they're looking at a beating in the 

elections. 

The neck of them thinking they could put pylons across the country. They got so used to 

talking down to us and telling us what to do. They got away with the Great Bank Robbery. 

They got away with the less wages and more tax. They got away with the cut in child 

benefit. They got away with the land tax and the second residence tax when we took on the 

mortgage for our kids who had no jobs but their own kids to house. They even took away a 

free visit to the dentist – not that it would affect their shark smiles. But then they got too cute 

and thought they could build pylons outside our doorsteps – and now theyre caught with 

their bollix hanging out. 

Ireland is now top of the EU hit parade as the most corrupt state in Europe. That’s quite a 

show when we have the Italians, Spanish and French for our neighbours. Pity it aint 

Eurovision  – we would win the feckin thing again and Marty would have something to talk 

about. 



The system stinks like a County Manager’s piss after a flagon. If the newspaper writers 

actually want to become journalists again, they might want to take a look at a few things: 

Who is on the EirGrid Board and where did they come from and how much are they paid? 

How many ex-Ministers and TDs hold positions in EirGrid? 

What really happened to the ESB pension monies? 

How many FF ex-Ministers and current FG/Labour Ministers own land in the GridLink 

corridors? 

How many Ministers and TDs, both current and ex-, have money in wind farms? 

What promises did the current and past governments make to the private wind farm 

owners? In particular, is there a penalty payment to the owner if the wind farm is not 

hooked up to the grid? 

For example (and this is one tiny example of a stinkin mess), why did the Waterford County 

Council extend the planning permission on Barrannafaddock Wind Farm seemingly in 

complete contravention of the conditions attached to the original planning permission? 

Who makes Pat Rabbitte’s suits? (that one is my own question – the man is the dog’s 

bollocks for makin a silk purse out of a sow’s ear – and I need a new suit for my neighbour’s 

son’s wedding next month). 

(4 February 2015) 
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It's time to rip it up and start again 

 

I copped on soon enough that I would never really understand this pylon pox-up unless I 

went back to the beginning of the sorry tale. 

My reading has taken me back to the early days of the original energy plan. Bertie did the 

original doodle when he took breaks from reading "ps I love you”.  I don’t know if he was 

smoking back then but the whole thing has a feel to it like it was written on the back of a 

box of smokes. Noel Dempsey copied it into his colouring book when his mammy allowed 

him to visit Bertie for a play date. It was called "Delivering a Sustainable Energy Future For 

Ireland". 

Now I only did a year in Maynooth before I left to lay blocks - me mam was in tears but a 

mans gotta do what's needed and my da wasn't getting any younger - but even I can see 

that report was ‘tidied up’ by a mad rapper with a crack pipe. Jeannie Mac, it has enough 

spin to power the GridLink. 

The plan was taken up by the Green Party when they whored themselves to the FF and 

came into Government.  Bertie’s plan had called for 33% renewable energy but John 

Gormley had to show that his dick was bigger than Bertie’s so he took that to 40%. This 

was when the EU was asking us for 16%. Go figure. The baton was picked up by Eamon 

Ryan who continued singing loud for the wind farms.  Yes, your right, that’s the same 

Eamon Ryan who is now running so fast in the other direction like he’s got a wind turbine 

up his arse. Or maybe he’s running for Brussels? And now the latest Minister is running for 

the wind farms like a rabbitte after a carrot. 

This government is very good at blaming everything on the last government. Jesus, Mary 

and Joseph – do we look like eejits? You’ve had three years to stop the madness that is 

Grid25, but instead you’re pushing the plan like a streel askin for it. 

The EU was telling us that we had to get our renewable energy from three sectors – 

transport (electric cars); heating (retrofitting: insulating attics and walls) and power 

generation (creating electricity). 

What this government has done is ignore the first two and throw all their eggs into the third 

basket – electricity generation. And even there they have gone big on one type of electricity 

generation – the wind farm. They ignored other types of electricity generation like hydro, or 

collecting the gas from the slurry tank or all sorts of other clever ways– ways that will create 

jobs at home. Fine Gael and Labour have rather gone with buying wind turbines from the 

Germans and the Swedes, which can either be operated by one or two people (Germans or 

Swedes) or can even be operated by a computer in another country (no jobs for anybody). 

And all this based on a plan written on the back of a box of smokes seven years ago by a 

politician who couldn’t change a light bulb. Bertie might have been an energy engineer 

when it came to buying a round for the lads after a match, but not when it came to deciding 



this country’s energy policy until 2020. And Noel couldn’t even colour in without going over 

the lines. 

We are used to politicians spouting shite like that Limerick sewer pipe during the floods but 

at some stage you gotta dig in and say ah come on lads, you're taking the piss!  We might 

even have a laugh-ana-nudge-ana-wink at the cute hoors. But not with this. This is reckin 

people’s lives. It is destroying their health. It is breaking up families. It is another reason for 

the young ones to leave for Oz or the States without looking back. 

We need to 'rip it up and start again'. 

(6th February 2014) 
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Sweet Dreams are made of this 

 

For the past week or so I been havin this nightmare. I’m on the highway and my feet are 

jammed. Bertie is flying towards me on the Wonderly Wagon with his face covered in talc 

and lips smeared with tart-red lipstick screaming, “more wind, more wind”. I can’t move and 

he crashes into me. I’m lying on the tarmacadam feelin like I took a brutal clatter from 

Godzilla, and I look up to see the little beady eyes on top of the pudge nose and behind the 

pebble glasses, the triple chin, and the bunny-kins voice with carroty breath saying ‘believe 

me, believe me’. I wake up shattered, with the sweat comin off me like foam out of a lager 

tap. 

My neighbour, he’s a gas man who collects crystals and reads palms, tells me that the 

pylon is changing my brain electricity and causing these dreams. He gives me a gorgeous 

yellow crystal to put under the mattress, and I remember that story as a chiseler and I 

wonder if the lump in the mattress will keep me awake, same as your wan with that pea. My 

neighbour also goes to Mass on Sunday, so he might be worth listening to as he has all 

bases covered. 

At the moment there is no wind, it’s lashing fit to bust and theres a small lake at the back 

from the floods. The Plyon is moaning like a hobo with sore nuts. 

This dream has me thinkin about your man Rabbitte for a while now. That’s unhealthy, I 

hear you say, dreamin about that. What’s more unhealthy than living under a feck’n pylon? 

How much worse can it get? Paddy, I sez to meself, this might be a message that you can’t 

be calling your man a langer when he might be doin his best. 

I know he’s a politician and a Minister, but he seems to be serious when he says the 

GridLink has nothing to do with exporting electricity to the Frenchies and the Brits. You’d 

almost want to believe him. I like to think theres a bit of goodness in every one of us. And 

he also seems dead serious when he speaks about creating jobs. So I thought I would give 

Twitchy Nose a fair shake like, and have a proper look. Dreams are messages from 

beyond. They need to be taken seriously, no messin about, brain electricity or no. 

Now, your gonna scream at me for listening to bankers, being the scum of the earth an all, 

but the World Bank [1] tells us that Ireland reached its highest level of electricity 

consumption in 2008, but we’ve bin dropping ever since. 

This makes sense as 2008 was the height of the Tiger, when everybody was using their 

credit card like a sixgun and shooting from the hip. The banks were giving us as many silver 

bullets as we could fire, like there was no tomorrow. We had to fill up our new 8-bedroom 

houses with all sorts of shite: big screen TVs, game consoles, new electric cookers and 

other kitchen gadgets, and more laptops than you could take a dump on. Those big houses 

needed to be lit up like Hugh Hefner’s Bunny Mansion, and all those big screens sucked up 

the juice as quick as fresh bread in gravy. What you need to remember is that, in that peak 



year, the grid handled it with ease. Can anybody remember a blackout in 2008? No – cos 

there were none. So why do we need a billion euro upgrade? Paid for by a loan we can’t 

afford. Sounds like a recession-recipe to me. 

Since then our consumption has dropped every year, and we are now back to 2005 levels, 

and probably going to drop further. 

As their answer to this decreasing domestic consumption, the Government took what we 

had already and increased by ten times the amount of wind-generated electricity we 

produced in that peak consumption year of 2008. [2]  And they want to double that again. 

Now, I might be a thick unemployed blocklayer from Mullingar, but why would ye need to 

increase our wind-electricity by twenty times (probably more) than the levels that existed at 

our peak consumption, when we need less electricity, not more? And why would ye want to 

do it with wind turbines, which make the system jump all over the place, liable to explode 

faster than Biffo could swallow a can of Harp? 

As for jobs. Well, the turbines are bought over from Sweden and Germany, with technicians 

from those places, not here. They don’t need big crews to maintain them, being made out of 

galvanised steel. They can even be operated by a computer back in Sweden, they don’t 

need people at all. Siemens have said they wont be making spare parts here, they will 

make them at home. 

When you think about it, ‘green’ technology produces very few jobs. [3]  That’s not its fault, 

it was never about creating jobs, it was about reducing emissions. But insulating walls and 

attics, taking gas off slurry pits, even making electric cars, that’s what creates jobs and 

reduces emissions – a win-win. How about it, Enda, you whose so keen to stop the young 

ones going away? Do they still make those cars that run off chip oil? 

Ye must also remember that because they are paid for by our tax money, the pylons job 

goes out to tender across the whole of the EU and most of the Western world. Sure, what’s 

the chance of Paddy in Mullingar getting the job? 

When they first put the pylon at the bottom of my patch, I thought I could get a job 

tightening the nuts and polishing the yoke at Christmas for Santy, maybe as a nixer. Not a 

hope – your man Sven came twice in the first year, now I never see him. The pylon looks 

the same as when it was first put in. When the maintenance crew does come one day, I 

guarantee they’re not from Mullingar. This place will be like ‘The Bridge’ on TV without 

subtitles.     

 

[1] http://www.thejournal.ie/irelands-electricity-consumption-1242248-Dec2013/  

[2]http://www.seai.ie/Publications/Statistics_Publications/Renewable_Energy_in_Ireland_2011.pdf  

[3]http://news.investors.com/ibd-editorials/020514-689033-europe-finds-anti-co2-policies-are-destroying-the-

economy.htm#ixzz2sdoClOI2&w ; http://www.thegwpf.org/images/stories/gwpf-reports/hughes-green_jobs.pdf 

http://www.thejournal.ie/irelands-electricity-consumption-1242248-Dec2013/
http://www.seai.ie/Publications/Statistics_Publications/Renewable_Energy_in_Ireland_2011.pdf
http://news.investors.com/ibd-editorials/020514-689033-europe-finds-anti-co2-policies-are-destroying-the-economy.htm#ixzz2sdoClOI2&w
http://news.investors.com/ibd-editorials/020514-689033-europe-finds-anti-co2-policies-are-destroying-the-economy.htm#ixzz2sdoClOI2&w
http://www.thegwpf.org/images/stories/gwpf-reports/hughes-green_jobs.pdf
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Paddy Pylon – The Movie 

 

Scene 1 

The camera flies in around The Pylon and zooms in on a small bungalow beneath the 

pylon. There is a trickle of smoke coming out of the chimney, the back garden is flooded, 

and a bony, sick-looking horse stands in the field behind the garden, with water up to its 

knees. 

The camera pans back to the front door of the bungalow, which is banging in the screaming 

wind. The camera zooms through the door, and alights on a harassed looking man who is 

peering slit-eyed at his computer screen. 

The man is gaunt, even painfully thin, his clothes are worn, and he wears dirty stubble on 

his chin. The viewer can hear, but not see, what is obviously a young girl with a wracking 

cough in the background. 

The computer screen comes into view, and the viewer can see that the man is reading an 

article on the Italian Mafia controlling wind farms and raking off the huge profits to be made 

from subsidies. 

 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/renewableenergy/7981737/Mafia-cash-in-on-lucrative-EU-wind-farm-handouts-

especially-in-Sicily.html  

 

Paddy:  “Ah Jaysus, the feckn cat is be goin up the pylon again. Would thy come down 

from there, ye furry fecker ye, I’ve enough on me plate without your shaggin 

about.” 

 

(Loud knock on the door) 

 

Paddy: “Who would that be? There’s been no visitors here since the pylon was put 

up, what with the cancer dust flyin’ about.” 

Stranger 1:    “Mr Pylon?” 

Paddy:            “Aye, would ye have a cup of tea? 

Stranger 2:    “We won’t be long, Mr Pylon, we just wanted a word?” 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/renewableenergy/7981737/Mafia-cash-in-on-lucrative-EU-wind-farm-handouts-especially-in-Sicily.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/renewableenergy/7981737/Mafia-cash-in-on-lucrative-EU-wind-farm-handouts-especially-in-Sicily.html


Paddy:  “Ah gowaan, big fellas like yees, would ye not have some tea? Aah gowaan. 

Jeez, look at ye’s dressed to the nines, and its only Friday. Are ye planning on 

taking the bird for some scoops and Valentine action? 

Stranger 1: “Shut yer hole and listen, yer skinny gobshite. Weez is here to deliver a 

message. Stop with the ‘pylon this’ and the ‘pylon that’ shite. Enough of this 

whining and ranting on the internet, and phoning people at all hours. You’ve 

upset some important people with your lies about pylons, and trying to get 

people to believe that they make you sick. There’s a load of cash to be made 

here, and you wont be banjaxing nowt, so zip it!” 

Paddy:            “What cash are youse on about?” 

Stranger 2: “You’d be too thick to understand about subsidies and the like, yer dense 

culchie. It’s big business, and its legit. The stuff you go on about in this house, 

even when youse with herself in bed, would be enough to drive anyone 

mental.” 

Paddy:          “How would you know what’s been said in this house, and on the phone?” 

Stranger 2: “Do you not read the news? Sure, we can listen to you scratchin your arse on 

the jacks. Tis not only the shades that have bugs”. 

Paddy:         “But Haughey’s dead!” 

Stranger 2: (Sneeringly) “We’d be working for people that would make auld Charlie look 

like a pocket peeler, yer manky clem. Do you remember the likes of Eoin 

O’Duffy? Now, you’re not deaf? Watch my lips – Shut It, now, or youse might 

be findin’ that horse’s head in your bed, or maybe your daughter’s bed.” 

  

 

(Camera zooms onto Paddy’s terrified face, and fades to black.) 

 

(14th February 2014) 
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A word from Peig Pylon 

 

It’s ten to one in the morning. Paddy is snoring his head off, and poor Saoirse is tossing and 

turning in her feverish sleep. 

To get Himself off the computer is impossible, forever reading about pylons and cancer, 

sure, one could not pull him off with a grapple hook. If he were to ask me half the time, I 

could tell him, as I’d be knowing medical things. 

I get ahead of myself. I finished top of my class in leaving Cert, which really pissed off the 

fellas, but there ye go. I got enough points to get into the undergrad course at the Royal 

College – ha, me at the Royal College! – I was there for three years and it was all grand, I 

was looking at becoming a doctor and coming back to Mullingar to practice. Mam and Da 

were so proud and couldn’t stop telling the neighbours who kept bringing over their eejit 

sons. 

The details are still a bit hazy as I had a fair amount to drink but sometime during the night 

over a weekend in Mullingar I had a drunken ride, if you know what I mean, and two months 

later I was up the duff. 

Paddy put his hand up, my folks kicked me out the house, we moved in together, and 

married when Saoirse was two. With the Royal College not wanting to take me back 

because of unpaid fees, I went through a couple of jobs in pharmacies, but they kept going 

bust, and if I see another methadone addict I’ll scream, so finally I got a job in a call centre. 

That call centre fell on hard times, the hoors in the Fianna Fail Government did not bother 

to help, and so the whole thing relocated to India. To be fair, I was offered a job in Bombay 

if I paid my own relocation expenses. 

When Paddy got laid off at the building site we were in a jam altogether. Next thing Paddy 

has 30 000 euro and is buying lashings of drink, like he was organising a Sinn Féin Ard 

Fheis. When I ask WTF he tells me he’s done a deal with a fella in a sharkskin suit from 

EirGrid. The next thing there’s a pylon in the garden, towering over us, and everything’s 

gone to shit in a bucket, pardon my French. 

Saoirse went from a bubbly bouncy child to a scrawny weed, always with a cold or an eye 

infection, and never stops coughing, dear God, never stops. Paddy dropped three stone in 

as many months, and I don’t sleep. The pylon speaks to us all the time – it laughs at us, 

tells us were feckin eejits to think we could ignore it, spreading its killer dust and singing its 

killer song. 

Paddy won’t get off the computer in the day but he does sleep after a bit of drink in him. I 

have begun my own reading on the internet – looking at medical stuff that I would 

understand but Paddy wouldn’t have a notion. He was grand with blocks, but he’s not the 

sharpest knife in the drawer.  He’s laid up with a bad back at the minute so  I’ve jumped in 

with the laptop while Himself lies in bed with a bottle of Paddy’s for the pain. It was the 



feckin cat, it got stuck up that heap of scrap metal out the back, it wouldn’t come down, 

clinging on for 3 days it was. I don’t know what happened to freak it out so much, we 

haven’t seen anyone for days, apart from that strange jeep with blacked out windows 

parked up the road. That was a bit odd, but Paddy said I was being paranoid. Just because 

my emails been playin up and my twitter account got hacked, doesn’t mean that there’s 

anything dodgy going on, to be sure. 

Paddy was going to leave the cat up there til it got hungry enough to get down but, well you 

can’t do that when you have a sick kid who loves their pet, can you? So he said he’d climb 

up and get the wee toe rag. Feckin Eejit. Of course nothing’s as simple as it seems (apart 

from my beloved) so the cat decided to get down as Paddy was climbing up. Used his head 

for a soft landing, claws an all. He tried to pull it off and fell off the pylon, flat in the mud. 

Sure he would have drowned if I didn’t pull his head out by the hair – what’s left of it 

anyhows. 

Pusskins was fine I’m sure you’ll be relieved to hear, but Paddy’s laid out for a few days. 

So I’ve been checkin out that Professor Henshaw’s presentation on the Rethink Pylons 

website. I feel like I know the man after reading his stuff and meeting him at Trim the other 

night, I just call him Dennis. Jaysus, he shot those EirGrid hoors down, with their shite 

speeches and sure, not even a doctor on their team! I will be reading Dennis as much as I 

can this week while Paddy is out, and we can learn stuff together. So settle down and enjoy 

the ride – not like that, yer sick tosser! 

 

(19 February 2014) 
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Crimes Against Humanity (by Peig Pylon) 

Here I am again, sitting at some godawful hour of night. I can’t hear Paddy, he usually makes a 

noise that sounds like a never-ending horse fart.  I hope he is asleep – he would go mental if he 

saw me on ‘his’ laptop. 

I’ve changed my e-mail four times now as I swear it’s been hacked, and the Twitter is most definitely 

hacked by the Special Branch or Hogan’s Heavies or maybe even Enda’s blueshirts, but then I also 

hear noises and worry about the jeep down the road. Geez, I’m one of those paranoid slags they 

always show on Channel 4. 

The wind has been screamin for a week now, I swear it bends the pylon and we were lucky the 

feckin’ thing didn’t come flying down on the house in those winds.  I’ve seen the pictures of them 

twisted up in a hoop in England, and the wires setting fire to the peat bogs in Wales. The best was 

the wind turbines roarin into flames and they just keep goin even with the fire – Jesus, Mary and 

Joseph, what must that do to the grid? We’ll have fire comin out of the feckin sockets next! 

Never thought I’d be so glad to have 2 foot of water in the back garden, unless the fire leaps off the 

pylon were grand. 

We were all at the doctors, again. I get the feeling they think it’s all in our heads and that we need to 

forget the bloody thing is outside the back door. Easier said than done, if you ask me, with it hissing 

and whining all day and all night.  We need a holiday away from here but sure, where’s the money? 

Maybe Paddy will shell out some of the thirty pieces of silver – may as well get something good from 

the blood money, but sure, he’s probably swallowed it all by now – his ‘pain medication’. 

God knows I need to get Saoirse away from here, at least for a while.  It breaks my heart to watch 

her getting thinner by the day. I feel so helpless, and guilty. That rotten 30,000 will burn in my soul. 

I need to fix things. Irish mammies been fixing things for centuries, its no different now. Paddy can 

build houses, but he wouldn’t have a notion how to keep the people healthy inside them.  My man 

Dennis Henshaw will help me, I’m sure of it. I’ve read all of his stuff on the Rethink Pylons website. 

I’ve tried to tell Paddy it’s not just the electrically charged shite coming off the wires that makes 

people ill, there’s this thing called melatonin that is causing problems too. I don’t understand it all, 

sure I was only three years at college, but apparently this stuff is a hormone that we make at night. 

It’s a great thing altogether, it’s a powerful antioxidant (stops cancer) and it helps protect our DNA 

from damage. Well that’s the idea anyway. Except it looks like we might not be making enough of 

the stuff, what with all the buzzing and humming and interference from that feckin pile in the back 

garden. I swear it’s blocking our production of the melatonin and that’s one of the reasons we feel 

like shite all the time – we don’t sleep and when we do it’s a crap sleep as our brains are all over the 

place. I remember going into the room last night whilst Paddy was sleeping and sure he was 

twitching fit to bust. If I didn’t know better I would of thought it was one of those naughty dreams but 

Paddy hasn’t had a naughty in years – I should know. That might explain why I watch so many of 

those rom-coms, as there’s been bugger-all rom or com in this house since the you-know-what. 

Back to the melatonin. Should I be surprised its not mentioned in any of those crap Eirgrid 

‘information sheets’? Propaganda leaflets more like, written by the ‘Department of Information and 

Brainwashing’, I’d wager . Now there’s a surprise. Plenty about it in the science papers of course, 

but then these things are done by proper independent experts, with real medical qualifications, not a 

PhD in studying rat’s bollocks. 



No mention of it in the DCMNR report that keeps getting a mention in the papers either.  Who are 

they trying to fool? They claim this was written by an ‘independent expert panel’. Independent of 

what, their mammy’s tit? Do they think we are all raving eejits? You couldn’t have picked a more 

eager bunch to do the dirty work if you’d collected them at the EirGrid Christmas party, except they 

wouldn’t know a party if it kicked them in the arse. Don’t believe me? Check them out yourself. 

http://www.three.ie/pdf/Expert%20Group%20on%20Health%20Effects%20of%20Electromagnetic%20Fields.pdf  

They had Michael Repacholi at the head of this bullshit. No I’d never heard of him before either, and 

one always gets nervous about Italian-sounding names after hearing about the Mafia controlling the 

windfarms, but clearly our Michael is no gangster, he’s an expert.  He’s the one they refer to as the 

‘Australian expert’ in the paper. Now, stop me if you’ve heard it before, but Australian conditions and 

Irish conditions are as similar as Pat Rabbitte’s saggy arse and Colin Farrell’s tight buns – they’re in 

a different league. So why would you bring an Australian to come over and tell us about electricity 

transmission in Ireland? What would he know about freezing fog, violent storm force wind, and 

enough rain to make the ducks leave?  If there are no Irish experts, sure, we could bring in the auld 

enemy like Dennis – or the new kids on the block, Brown and White, as English weather conditions 

are very similar to ours.  Australia have no wind, but do have blazing sun for the whole feckin year 

in a land as flat, and dead, as Maggie Thatcher’s chest. 

http://www.independent.ie/opinion/analysis/shane-phelan-even-the-experts-are-divided-over-what-effects-power-lines-

could-have-on-our-health-30015456.html  

It becomes clear why EirGrid are using him when we see that they ‘forgot’ to mention the fact that 

some people have called for this Repacholi to be charged with crimes against humanity.  This gem 

was contained in a letter to the US Attorney-General: 

“The actions of Michael Repacholi inside the World Health Organization constitute a 

serious attack of human dignity and a deplorable degradation of the life of millions of 

Americans. These actions have been committed with an evil intention. In this case, Osama 

Bin Laden is but a praying nun besides the nature of the diseases that have been spread 

all over the planet by the actions of this gentleman. I request that a criminal investigation, 

a criminal prosecution and a criminal indictment be started against this individual who 

runs by the name of Michael Repacholi.” 

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/mobilfunk_newsletter/a7dpKRgTTt0 

Now I’m all for the presumption of innocence – the man must get a fair trial before they execute him, 

but why would our government call him in as an expert unless they thought he was a kindred spirit? 

He’s worked in the IARC, the WHO and now for our own godforsaken government.  Of course this 

bloke says there’s no risk from powerlines, he’s a utility consultant, paid by the likes of EirGrid to 

produce results. And, he’s not on his own, its big business manipulating the facts. It’s all on the 

internet, ‘bias’ and ‘conflict of interest’ they call it in scientific circles. I just call it feckin lies and 

bullshit, pardon my French. 

I’m getting worked up now, time to calm down and lie down my head and try to shut out the pylon 

pop parade. If we put those screechins and moanin to a beat, I reckon it would win the Eurovision. 

Couldn't be worse then Jedward or that feckawful singing chicken. 

(22 February 2014) 

http://www.three.ie/pdf/Expert%20Group%20on%20Health%20Effects%20of%20Electromagnetic%20Fields.pdf
http://www.independent.ie/opinion/analysis/shane-phelan-even-the-experts-are-divided-over-what-effects-power-lines-could-have-on-our-health-30015456.html
http://www.independent.ie/opinion/analysis/shane-phelan-even-the-experts-are-divided-over-what-effects-power-lines-could-have-on-our-health-30015456.html
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/mobilfunk_newsletter/a7dpKRgTTt0
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Proper Doctors 

 

There’s two types of medicine – medicine that works, and medicine that don’t work. Just 

like there’s two types of doctors – the medical doctors, and the others. 

When I fell off the pylon trying to rescue the cat, I landed on my back, but shoulder first, 

with an awful clatter. The shaggin pain was brutal altogether.  So I went to the hospital to 

see one of these chiropractors, I think it was. I waited in the sitting room for over two hours, 

with your wan in the other chair moanin about her neck and giving me the eye, and me 

getting water in them little plastic cups, splashin all over her dress like. When it wasn’t her 

the other old wan was dropping her cane, and me with the back having to pick it up. The 

other fella in there was texting fit to bust, probably to himself, just to keep his head down 

and ignore all around him. That left me to act the eejit to your two’s every wish. 

Finally I was called into the Palace of Pain, with a hundred certificates on the wall, probably 

from the University of Lower Mississippi or just printed off Google Images – how would you 

know? Your man hummed and hawed for five minutes, made me take my shirt off and put it 

on again, and showed me a picture of a skeleton with scary eyeballs. That was it. He sent 

me on my way with a prescription for painkillers with a price so dear I said feck that and got 

three bottles of Paddy for the same money. Best feckin painkiller I know. If youre gonna 

cover the pain rather than fix the problem, at least make it taste good. 

But of course when the Paddy ran dry, the pain was back, and I was dying, no two ways 

about it. 

Peig is wicked into this ‘alternative medicine’, which is funny given her time at med school. I 

don’t go in for the crystals and the fairies at the bottom of the garden, but I was desperate 

with the pain. She’d heard about this fella all the way over there in Dungarvan. Fair play to 

her, she drove me all the way there, with me lying in the back seat, moaning like a rescue 

dog.  

His name was Patrick, just like that online bookie, in fact I tried to lay a bet but he’d have 

none of it. This fella is called an osteopath, and he laid me on the couch and twisted and 

turned and massaged me until I felt like one of those rubber bands. Jaysus, what a 

difference. Without a single drug and just a coupla scoops I’m now moving around again. I 

wouldn’t be able for the blocks, but I’m on my feet, ready to two-step to Garth Brooks at 

Crokers. 

And that got me thinking about the different types of doctors, the ones with the PhDs and 

the medical ones. Sure what would your man with the PhD know about people getting sick 

from the pylon dust?  Peig scares the shite outta me with her talk of breast cancer and stuff, 

but she always gives me the links, even showing that men can get breast cancer from 

pylons. What? 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23534787   http://www.dirtyelectricity.ca/breast_cancer_and_emf.htm  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23534787
http://www.dirtyelectricity.ca/breast_cancer_and_emf.htm


Now, I’ve been a Fianna Failure all my life, but walked away from the party when Biffo took 

over cos it was getting like the Sopranos with all these heavies walkin around doing dodgy 

deals. And then of course The Crash came and we blamed everybody we could point at, 

forgetting it was us who took out the credit card and bought all that useless shite we didn’t 

need, in between the holidays to Majorca. I wanted the FF boys to do something to restore 

my confidence because sure, even if you don’t like the cute hoors, they be the only ones 

strong enough to stand up to the Blueshirts. To be sure, the independent TDs do feck all, 

just claiming every allowance they can get their grubby paws on. 

I heard on the FF grapevine (stupid feckin expression, sure, Marvin Gaye was no Irishman, 

that’s clear) that they will be callin for a moratorium on the pylons. That sounds like cute 

election spin to me and I’ll believe it when I see it cos I wouldn’t be buying a donkey from 

your man Me-Haul. I also see on their website that they be asking for Dr. Graham Roberts, 

who is a proper doctor, to be included on the Panel with your wan the Judge. Now to that I 

give the thumbs-up: http://www.whitfieldclinic.ie/index.php/consultants/roberts-dr-graham/  

We need a proper doctor to be on the Panel. Not someone with a PhD in rat’s bollocks, but 

someone who knows loads about Leukaemia and Pylonaemia and all those other horrible 

cancers, especially breast cancer in men, for fecks sake.. EirGrid didn’t have any proper 

doctors when they thought up the Plan, so sure, what would they know? And the way your 

man Rabbitte is looking at the moment, he’d be needing a proper doctor too. If you can’t 

take the heat Pat, get the feck outta the kitchen. 

 

(5th March 2014) 

  

http://www.whitfieldclinic.ie/index.php/consultants/roberts-dr-graham/
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Up in Smoke 

 

 

Lately when I’ve got off the jacks, Peig would give out about the whiff and ask if I’d be 

eating elephant grass again. What are you on about woman, I’d say, this is feckin Ireland, 

why would we be needing grass to feed the elephants – is that shite circus back in town? 

Herself: ‘Not elephants ye feckwit, power stations. The farmers were growing that, and 

hemp, to burn as fuel, it’s called biomass’. 

Feeding elephants and growing dope – what would the IFA say about that? Probably like 

most of us when we get caught with the joint in the pocket – sure officer, that’s not what it 

looks like, it’s just straw for the horse. 

http://www.siliconrepublic.com/clean-tech/item/34223-biomass-plant-in-midlands-t  

 

Peig’s brother is a farmer in Limerick, and he be mad for the hemp – sure, your man can 

throw a party – but he was also using some of his bad land to grow this elephant grass, 

which apparently came out all watery and shite, not fit to run the Wonderly Wagon, 

nevermind a feckin powerstation. I remember saying to him at the time – to be sure, would 

not shite land give you shite grass? Your man mumbled something about using the good 

land to grow food and the feckin elephant could look after himself, but that was the hemp 

speaking. Did you ever see a Limerick farmer do the two-step to Bob Marley? Not a pretty 

sight, but in Limerick I would rather they be singin “We’re Jammin’”, then ‘we’re stabbin’’. To 

be sure, wouldn’t Limerick be the centre of the hemp industry anyhows? 

http://www.seai.ie/Renewables/Bioenergy/Sources/Biomass/  

 

http://www.siliconrepublic.com/clean-tech/item/34223-biomass-plant-in-midlands-t
http://www.seai.ie/Renewables/Bioenergy/Sources/Biomass/


The elephant grass industry is up and running in Limerick now, but the wheels are coming 

off. The government is so keen to give all the money to the wind farms that the elephant 

grass farmer is getting nowt. 

 

A farmer was askin’ me in the pub t’other night when we were talking about hemp with its 

anti-cancer properties – with the money to be made with meat and dairy, why would ye 

bother if there’s no subsidy? The short answer to that question, I said, is that there will be 

no meat and dairy, or racehorses for Cheltenham, if there be pylons all over the 

countryside. Sure, with pylons around even the elephants will feck off back to India – they’d 

have more feckin brains than Enda and Pat combined, but Pat would still have the bigger 

arse. 

http://www.limerickleader.ie/news/community/elephant-grass-biomass-industry-started-in-limerick-facing-collapse-1-

4956643  

 

Now I might only have two years in the college in Maynooth, and that was a while back, but 

this is banjax-logic: So its grand to pay the wind farms millions in subsidies, and pay them 

even more to turn off at night, when they cause an increase in CO2 emissions, catch fire, 

banjax the Grid, and make people go mad with the noise and the flicker? But where a 

farmer wants to grow an environmentally friendly crop like elephant grass, and a party-

friendly crop like hemp, not to mention that lovely-lookin yellow of rape seed – all of which 

would run the power-stations and keep the locals happy with the smoke comin off it – 

imagine the smiles at MoneyPoint – you give him feck all? And when the wind farms are 

providing feckall jobs and importing the yokes and all the spare parts, you’d still not support 

your local farmer and those looking for jobs in the agri-industry? 

 

Just how is that right, my fine blueshirted friends, with your shares and directorships in the 

wind industry? 

 

Me on the jacks is nothing compared to the stink that comes off ye. 

 

(11 March 2014) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.limerickleader.ie/news/community/elephant-grass-biomass-industry-started-in-limerick-facing-collapse-1-4956643
http://www.limerickleader.ie/news/community/elephant-grass-biomass-industry-started-in-limerick-facing-collapse-1-4956643
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Projects of Common Interest 

 

 

My family have been around for a long time, and can be traced back to the founding 

Cistercian monks in Ireland under Clairvaux, with a mention again later of my great (x10) 

granda in Melifont Abbey: St. Pyloniuous of Uisneach. 

But hang on Paddy, I hear ye say, how can you have a monk for a grand-da? The truth of 

the matter is that back then they drank and sang like the rest of us, then they shagged like 

the rest of us, and so had families like the rest of us. It is only the modern church that 

brought in these desperate rules about chastity – and look whas happened to them. Its not 

rocket science – if you don’t shag, you don’t produce. 

 

Anyways, I stray off my intended topic, the family motto. One of the things you get when 

belonging to a very old family like the Pylons is a very old family crest and motto, and mine 

is: Si autem perseveraverit Patricius noster, et bene habebunt. 

My ma and da didn’t have a clue what it said, and they couldn’t be arsed anyways. So when 

I was studying at Maynooth, I asked an old Humanities Professor to translate it for me, and 

I still have what he wrote: “If Paddy perseveres, he will find success”. You could have 

knocked me over with a shot glass when he told me that – it was all about me! 

Not that it helped, as I dropped out of college about four months later. 

In one of the letters sent by readers – and I must thank ye with tears in my eyes – the 

hundreds of letters written to me and Peig and Saoirse has made this whole struggle with 

EirGrid that much easier to bear. Theres even been letters to the aul horse and that feckin 

kitten! Thank ye truly. In one of these letters your wan said I should be gettin a job. I reckon 

it was wrote by me mam, but she denies it. Now let me just tell you missus that I’ve been for 

a job interview every day for the last four months but the bartender keeps saying that he 

don’t need an assistant, so what can I do? 



Anyways, I was sitting and looking at the few pieces of silver that was left from the EirGrid 

payment and I knew that I needed a plan, and then it hit me – a fair for Paddy’s Day, in the 

back yard with The Pylon. 

Sure enough, on Paddy’s Day I stuck out the poster over the old Sherry FitzG. sign that still 

stands outside the house – Paddy’s Pylon-the-Fun – and for five euros a head the kids 

could play their all day whilst their ma and da get peizheined with the drink. 

Jaysus, the pylon looked grand. I covered it with all the small trees and branches blown off 

during the storm, and called it the Jungle Bunny Bash with the gossoons climbing all over 

the thing. I was wicked afraid of the leukaemia so I got the young ones to wear lead jackets 

from my mate at the refinery – told them they were astro-jackets from the space shuttle and 

they were delighted to wear them. It was brass monkeys up there so it kept them warm as 

well. I tied a long rope to the other side of the pylon so the chisellers could shimmer down 

that, and the old slide that Saoirse used to play with rested nicely on the struts. T’was grand 

altogether and the young ones had a fine old time and I made a few spandulix. 

Later, after a few jars, I was watching your man Pat Shortt and laughin me head off and 

thinking how grand it would be if he could have Pat Rabbitte as a guest. We know that old 

Pat is always up for a laugh and he could be the guest in a comedy sketch about PCIs, 

which are Projects of Common Interest (when two or more EU countries get together and 

do projects stretching over national boundaries). 

Now Pat and the EU Commission were supposed to tell us about these PCIs when they 

were still on the drawing board. Did they tell us? In me hole they told us! There are a 

shitload of them planned for all over Ireland which will make the countryside look like an 

industrial estate. http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/pci/pci_en.htm  

Pat doesn’t want us to know that. And nor does the EU Commission want us to know that, 

specially as it is controlled by the wind industry and possibly the Mafia. 

http://www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1178593/analysis—italian-mafia-turning-green  

Anyways, better late than never. So I thought that Pat Rabbitte could tell the nation about 

all these PCIs on the Pat Shortt show. My sketch would be along the lines of your young 

wan with giant knobs sitting in a pub and Pat would wobble up to her and say: “Come back 

to my place and checkout my PCI”. And your wan would wrinkle her nose and say: “Whats 

a PCI?”. And Pat would say: “A Project of Common Interest, har har shlurp”. And your wan 

would slap him and then Pat could rub his cheek and explain into the camera what a PCI is 

and just how many there are planned for the Irish countryside. See – a bit of comedy with 

your education. 

Brussels need to start some straight dealing when they make these plans to build monster 

wind-farms in Ireland, and the government needs to start telling us about all these deals it is 

doing on the sly, otherwise we might get to know another family motto: Lepus Fugax 

Veritati.          

(23rd March 2014) 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/pci/pci_en.htm
http://www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1178593/analysis—italian-mafia-turning-green
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Friday Night at Lawlor’s 

On Friday I travelled all the way down from Mullingar to Dungarvan in County Waterford. 

Peig was looking after Saoirse so couldn’t go. Herself has banned me from driving the car, 

so I took the train and the bus, which was grand as I got in a few scoops on the journey 

down. 

 

It is plain as the spots on my backside why EirGrid is losing the fight. It is because of these 

people in Waterford. As Saoirse would say, they are awesome. They were brave when 

EirGrid tried to bully them. They were clever when EirGrid lied to them. They stood firm 

when Rabbitte told them to ‘behave’. And look who is still standing, Pat, but you should be 

losing your job soon, although if Shatter is anything to go by, the only way to lose your job 

in this government is to go into the ground. I know youse is never dismissed from the civil 

service, but these goings-on with this government is mental. Enough about the gangsters, I 

want to talk about the good people of the Comeraghs. 

When the whole country was being conned, they supported each other and stood firm. True 

patriots. Real Irish. The rest of us should hang our heads like the snivelling wretches we 

are, especially me with my thirty pieces of EirGrid silver. 

 

It was all happening at Lawlor’s Hotel in Dungarvan, and with my hand on my heart I can 

say it was the best time of my life. Who would have thought I would see heroism and know 

love at first sight, when I came down to hear about fighting pylons? 

The place was jammed with good people. There was a short skirmish at the beginning with 

some politicians demanding the right to speak – and the place clearly marked a no-litter 

zone. Politicians belong in the grey bin – no chance of recycling there. In the end the cute 

hoors were given some time after the proper speakers and before question time. I could tell 

you what they said, but I couldn’t be arsed. Because that is when it happened. I saw Midi. 

Midi, I still don’t know your second name because everytime I tried to speak to you, youse 

was surrounded by these big Comeragh Mountain Men. You don’t mess with those boyos. 

 

Midi is magnificent. Like an Irish Mammy with pizzazz. When the cute hoors were trying to 

hijack the show, like they did on that march, Midi stopped them. She has a quiet don’t-feck-

with-me voice and byjaysus, the politicians shut up and sat down like the bold children they 

are. My tips tingled when she spoke. It was like my first Valentines all over again. I was 

smitten, and I tell yees, if I was dirty years younger … ah never you mind, it won’t ever 

happen. 



The first speaker was John McCusker of Comeraghs Against Pylons (CAP). A man’s man, 

a true hero. John showed EirGrid the finger, and then jammed it so far up their arse that 

they’re having nosebleeds in Dublin. 

John told us about the long struggle against EirGrid, back to the days when a small group 

of people from Kilmacthomas started CAP after hearing the shocking news of what EirGrid 

planned. John spoke about the importance of community, of standing up for your family and 

friends, of keeping the country beautiful for our children and our children’s children. It was 

beautiful, and I was weeping into my pint. 

John also told us about EirGrid and the lies they told us, and the lies they keep telling us. 

How Rabbitte refused to look at photos of our lovely countryside and what it would look like 

covered in pylons. John told us that Rabbitte was invited to this meeting but couldn’t be 

arsed to even reply to the invitation. The same with John Deasy, who has never shown 

support for this fight and did not reply to the invite. The people growled. 

 

The next speaker was Thomas Kemp. A quiet, gentle man. I thought at the time that 

Thomas was a rocket scientist, but I see now that he is a nuclear physicist, a right clever 

bloke. Thomas spoke to us, not at us or down to us, like those ‘experts’ from EirGrid. And 

when Thomas spoke I understood – it all became clear to me. The cancer is caused by 

static electricity. 

I remember as a chiseller at junior school when we would rub the plastic ruler against our 

socks and pick up pieces of paper and the hems of girl’s dresses. The teacher explained in 

science class that the ruler was electrically charged by the rubbing and so attracted stuff. 

The way that Thomas explained it was the same thing. The particles coming off the pylons 

and the cables are charged and their static picks up all the pollution and pesticides, and so 

it turns into this sticky ball of poison which is carried by the wind straight to your house and 

onto your skin and into your lungs. Thomas told us this happens not when you are up and 

walking around, but when you are in your bed asleep cos then you are not earthed. 

This was scary stuff, and you could have heard a pin drop as Thomas spoke in his quiet 

voice. 

 

The third speaker was the man of the moment, Malcolm Brown, co-author of the Brown and 

White Report, Parts 1 and 2. They are on the Rethink Pylons website if you want a good 

read. 

I was proud to hear that Malcolm had taken up my idea of burning hash in MoneyPoint. He 

didn’t say that, but sure, he used my idea. I didn’t care, it was enough to know that he read 

my blog, but perhaps you could have called me up and introduced me to the crowd, eh 

Malcolm? 
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Anyways, Malcolm explained that we can convert MoneyPoint to burn biomass, and that 

would cost a tenth of the cost of Grid 25, and would need no upgrade and NO PYLONS. 

Jaysus, you could have knocked me down with a baby’s headbutt. Why was this not being 

talked about in government? So simple, so much cheaper, lots of jobs, and no damage to 

the countryside. And also no rich wind industry, and perhaps there’s your answer – we 

should be looking at whose been promised jobs on the board of directors of the wind farms. 

 

There were lots of good questions asked, with people showing that they knew much more 

about the lies than EirGrid and Rabbitte would like us to know, and both politicians, David 

from the Shinners and Paudie from the Blueshirts, admitting that they would not live next to 

pylons. Paudie kept telling us to follow procedures, and that the interconnector with the UK 

and France was a grand idea, but he was bet, and he knew it. 

 

Too be sure, twas a grand doo altogether. Afterwards in the bar having a few scoops with 

some mountain men, I was asking why would the Shinners be sticking with undergrounding 

when you would expect them to throw the Grid25 thing out altogether? A wag standing at 

the bar, and I say standing but he was swaying like a banshee on steroids, shouted out that 

the Shinners were not that keen on digging things up, usually the opposite, but this was all 

about laundering the bank robbery money through the wind farms in the North. Your man 

fell asleep in his pint, so I could not ask him where he got his info. 

Twas such a grand party with such grand people that I was still in the pub on Saturday 

night. Jaysus, those people can drink. But here I am on the train, on a Sunday, back to 

Mullingar, thinking about biomass and Midi, but not in that order. 

 

(30 March 2014) 

  



April Fools’ Award 

 

 

This blog has almost 35000 readers (EirGrid deny this) and I want you to use all those 

votes to decide who will be the biggest fool this April. You can choose from those groups 

and individuals who are already winners in their respective categories. 

There are two categories – Group and Individual. You have two votes: One for Group and 

One for Individual. 

 

GROUP 

The Eoin O’Duffy award: 

To Fine Gael, for reintroducing authoritarian rule into Ireland, and for closely following the 

Seven Principles of Fascism, as espoused by Benito Mussolini. 

 

The JCB Award: 

To Sinn Fein, for supporting all underground activity. 

 

The Mike Tyson Award: 

To Green Party, for having the neck to show their face again. 
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The Bertie’s Bowl Cute Hoor Award: 

To Fianna Fail, for promising to call for a moratorium on Grid25, but never getting around 

to doing it. 

 

The Anglo-Irish Bank Award: 

To Labour, for being the biggest sell-outs for ill-gotten gain. 

 

The St. Judas Iscariot Community Award 

To EirGrid, for getting neighbours and communities talking again, even if it was about how 

much they feckin hate pylons. 

 

  

INDIVIDUAL 

The Cunning Linguist Award: 

To Pat Rabbitte, for talking out of both sides of his mouth and still being able to say 

‘behave yourself’ at the same time. 

 

The Diaspora Award: 

To Enda Kenny, for chasing more Irish people from our shores than Cromwell and 

Thatcher combined. 

 

The Dr Mengele Award: 

To Finton Slye, for his contribution to medical science with his assertion that pylons are 

‘completely safe’. 

 

The Jenson Button Award: 

To Eamon Ryan, for making the fastest U-turn in Irish political history. 

 

The Eamonn Quinn Award: 

To Brendan Halligan, for being able to run two businesses at the same time. 



 

The ISPCA Award: 

To Paudie Coffey, who needs love and a ‘forever home’ after taking a kicking on Friday 

night. 

 

  

To vote send your e-mail to GridLink@eirgrid.com: 

For Group – write ‘WTF’ and then the group’s name 

For Individual – write ‘WTF’ and then the individual’s name. 

Eirgrid will count the votes and never get back to you. 

But vote anyway: GridLink@eirgrid.com 

 

(1st April 2014) 

 

  

mailto:GridLink@eirgrid.com
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Reflections on Erections 

 

I was laughin at this Canadian video on the pylons https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2JoYdo1kk8  

which was on the CAP FB page, when your wan said the words that would send a shiver 

down a polar bear’s spine: ‘pylons cause erectile dysfunction’. 

Kids might be readin dis, so witout goin into da small print, but since The Pylon came into 

me life, let’s just say when the Party Whip says in me head, “Let’s all be Upstanding for the 

Honourable Member Pylon”, I’m left in Alan Shatters, with a landslide Vote of No 

Confidence. Peig is very understanding, and holds me tight, but I know that she pretends to 

fall asleep. 

I’m a blocklayer from Mullingar, how could this be happening to me, the Valentino of 

Viewmount? 

And now watching this video, it all made sense – The Pylon would not be satisfied until it 

was the only thing left standing. 

Is this what the Grid25 Project is really about with its male breast cancer and its 

limpdickness – to render the men of Ireland impotent? Did this explain why Pat Rabbitte 

was sounding more like me mammy every day, because he was becoming a mammy, 

along with the rest of us poor yokes? 

I run outside, whipping out the jolly roger, not that it even fluttered in the breeze, and piss 

on The Pylon. Piss with all me might, spreading the feet wide so my patetick stream dont 

land on me shoes. “You won’t get me, yer giant metal hard-on, I’ll be baytin you, we’ll see 

who dysfunctions who, ye …, ye …, ye cockcrusher”. 

 

A warm tongue slides across me neck, gently licking me ear. I freeze. The Pylon was 

seducing me, calling me over to The Dark Side. I felt meself letting go, strains of Michael 

Buble filled the air, I feel me mortified mickey starting to …Wha? The music stopped as the 

needle screeches over the vinyl. Wha? How can a pylon …? 

T’was the auld horse – I be screamin at the top of me voice, and the aul dear did come up 

behind me and tried to comfort me. I hang onto her neck until me body stops shakin. 

 

Ah sure, tis hard sometimes. 

 

(3rd April 2014) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2JoYdo1kk8


What to do about Paddy? (by Peig Pylon) 

 

Ah Jaysus, what to do with Paddy? 

When he is not going on about ‘Midi this’ or ‘Midi that’, he’s feeling his chest ‘for lumps’ or 

looking down the front of his trousers and shaking his head – what’s that about? 

And then he goes and hands out those awards without asking for my opinion? What 

happened to community of property? 

I had a few to add to the list: 

 

The Dale Carnegie Award: 

To Phil Hogan, for winning friends and influencing people. 

 

The Alan Shatter prize: 

To Alan Shatter. 

 

The Josef Stalin Award: 

To Eamon Gilmore, for his diplomacy and tact. 

 

To give him credit, Paddy has been a dote these past weeks since coming back from 

Dungarvan. Whoever your wan Midi is, and himself is not saying, she smoothed his edges, 

that is for sure. He’s allowed me to use the laptop, he’s been brushing the auld horse and 

feeding the kitten. It’s been grand, as I’ve been reading up about the pollution caused by 

the wind turbines cos I be worried that the pylon was doing the same thing to our well. 

http://www.sundaypost.com/news-views/scotland/special-investigation-toxic-wind-turbines-1.282890  

Sure anyways, this was just to let youse know I was still alive. I’m reading fit to bust, and 

will be talking soon to all of youse about what I’ve learned. 

(4th April 2014)  

http://www.sundaypost.com/news-views/scotland/special-investigation-toxic-wind-turbines-1.282890
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Men Can’t Shop (by Peig Pylon) 

 

 

What is it with men and shopping? I remember back when we all had a bit of money and I 

would invite Paddy to come down to the shopping centre or to Marks&Sparks, and it was 

like I was pulling his feckin teeth out with pliars. Jaysus, he would walk around lookin at his 

watch, nod at anything and everything I showed him, say “it’s grand” when I wanted his 

opinion, and looked shocked when I put everything back. 

Men can’t get their head around the idea that it’s OK to change your mind, even if you might 

have committed to something by taking it off the rack. Of course, we go into the change 

booth and look in the godawful mirror – men just buy and take it home, and they will live 

with it after that, love it or hate it, there’s no going back. 

As for men shopping on their own. JesusMary&Joseph. When Saoirse is feeling poorly I 

might give Paddy ten euro and send him off for bread and milk. If I was buying, there might 

be two loaves of bread and four litres of milk. Paddy will come back with two litres of triple-

pasteurised long-life milk and a small loaf of Italian bread. Himself will tell me that the milk 

won’t go to waste as it will last forever, and sure everybody knows how healthy the Italians 

are. But if the housekeeping runs out before the end of the month – whose the first to talk 

about the need to keep costs down? 

And it’s not just buying; it’s selling as well. When we had both lost our jobs to the banks and 

this government we decided to sell off the car. Not a problem says Paddy, I’ll get a good 

price. Next thing he’s sold it to somebody down at the pub for half its market value. “He’s 

my mate, I wouldn’t be ripping him off, would I?” 

  

Pat Rabbitte is a man, and he’s a shite shopper. Pat is going to spend 3.8 billion euro (and 

that’s just for starters) on something he will never wear and that everyone else can see is a 

bad idea and a huge waste of money. Even when the special offer is waved under his nose 



– converting MoneyPoint for a tenth of the price – Pat sticks with the windfarms, and the 

pylons. Pat didn’t bother going to try it on in the changeroom (although you can understand 

his fear of mirrors) – he just read the shite advert called the NREAP, probably not even the 

whole thing – said to himself, ‘jaysus, that sounds grand’, and bought the thing. In and out, 

home in an hour – a man’s version of shopping. Never mind that you just wasted almost 

Four Billion Euro on something that will hang in the press forever, until finally it will be 

dumped in the clothes bin to be made into rags. In and out, back home in an hour – that’s 

the main thing. 

The next day Pat is back in the shop again, and this time he spends one billion euro on an 

ESB upgrade (and the financials say he will sell the ESB for a tenth of the price before the 

year is out). The salesgirl is smiling fit to bust – she just sold the same eejit two pups in two 

days. 

As for selling. Well, Pat is a man’s man in that department. He sold the wind farm portfolio 

owned by Bord Gáis to a private (Canadian) company for a fraction of its cost to the 

taxpayer. This means we now have to build more wind farms to make up for that sale, as 

those wind farms can’t be counted – they’re in the private sector now. It might make sense 

to the men out there, but Pat, you lost me a ways back. 

There’s more. Pat sold the Whitegate Power Station in Cork for 40 million euro, when it cost 

400 million to build. He sold Bord Gais for 210 million euro, but this included 60 million in 

immediate income, and a book debt of 110 million from 680,000 Bord Gais customers, and 

all its other assets worth another one hundred million. Maybe the Public Accounts 

Committee will investigate? Ah sure, what was I thinking – they are going after Shatter. 

At the same time with all this buying and selling and losing the country billions, Pat (and this 

government) have pushed up the price of electricity so high with their subsidies to the wind 

farms that the National Competitiveness Council has announced that Ireland has the fifth 

highest electricity costs in Europe for SMEs and sixth highest for large businesses. And 

your man speaks of jobs? The employers will be feckin off to America, yer lumpy bollocks – 

that means less jobs, not more! And that’s not counting the thousands of jobs that will be 

lost by the wind farms going up all over the countryside. The tourists will be running away 

screaming, never to be seen again. Followed by the blood stock industry, the golfers, the 

fishermen, the walkers, and so on. 

Pat, for all of our sakes, stay away from the shops. Keep your hands in the pockets and 

away from our purses. Even amongst men, you must be the most shite shopper in Ireland! 

http://www.irishtimes.com/business/sectors/energy-and-resources/true-cost-of-bord-g%C3%A1is-sell-off-emerges-

1.1742302  

http://www.rethinkpylons.org/library/BW%20Energy%20Report%202.pdf  

 

(8th April 2014)  

http://www.irishtimes.com/business/sectors/energy-and-resources/true-cost-of-bord-g%C3%A1is-sell-off-emerges-1.1742302
http://www.irishtimes.com/business/sectors/energy-and-resources/true-cost-of-bord-g%C3%A1is-sell-off-emerges-1.1742302
http://www.rethinkpylons.org/library/BW%20Energy%20Report%202.pdf
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March on the Big Smoke 

 

It was Tuesday the 15th, the day of The March on Leinster House. I was up to Dublin the 

night before as I knew tings would kick off early and I needed to be up front in the crowd 

and close to the speakers like. Hiding in plain sight they call it in those spy fillims. I knew 

the CCTV cameras around Leinster House would be working overtime scanning the crowd 

and the place would be sick with peelers. So I was in front of the crowd, with the stage 

hiding me from the cameras, and I had on the disguise that Peig and Saoirse made up for 

me – great craic the girls had in putting it together. I’m not going to tell yees or else it 

wouldn’t be a disguise now, wuddit? 

Why the paranoia Paddy, you ask? The reason for that was that one of my mates in the 

guards was tellin me to watch my step as I was now on the wanted list. Not the official list 

like wanted dead or alive or anything like that cos I haven’t committed any crimes, not since 

I was a youngfella anyways. No, I was on that unofficial list sent around to each barracks 

cos I was pissing certain people off like, according to me auld segotia, anyways. To be 

honest we’re not that close anymore since he said no to putting a bug in Pat’s office – I 

mean, WTF I sez? If you can bug the Cabinet meetings, why not stick one in that 

gombeen’s office, I asks. Then we can find out which pylon corridor he’s chosen in 

Waterford. We could make some serious money at Paddy Power. But he wasn’t interested 

– Dublin coppers obviously do OK already. 

Anyways, I came up on the train from Mullingar the night before, and checked into my hotel 

close to Leinster House, and kept low in my room – room service burgers, beer, and saucy 

movies, heaven I tell yees. The next morning I had to put on the disguise before I checked 

out. You should see your wan’s face at reception, but I paid cash and was out the door in 

the shake of a tail. 

The people were everywhere, and it was grand altogether. Lots of smiley faces, and people 

shaking hands and asking “Where you up from?”. It was like a big family, and I mean big. I 

laughed at the RTE News later that night when they said ‘about 2000’, but sure that’s to be 

expected when Rabbitte is their boss – the Minister of MisCommunication – I stood next to 

a Gard with a head on him like your man Gleeson in the fillim and asked him about the 



numbers. He spoke into his radio, listened and told me, “there’s easy over ten thousand, 

close to eleven”. 

I was moved up close to the stage. Another fellow next to the stage, Michael, told me he 

was a chef from a castle. Probably Malahide, but he didn’t say. Your man had a rucksack 

on his back and the guards were watching him, thinking of the Boston Marathon I’d wager. I 

whispered this in his ear and went over to tell the guards as well that it was all grand, your 

man was a chef just carrying fresh produce, and they relaxed. It’s amazing what a cuddly 

disguise can do to relax people. I’m going to suggest to Peig that maybe we try this outfit in 

the bedroom. 

I was standing next to your man from the Pylon Alternative Alliance – Duggan? – who was 

busy telling me how he was organising everybody into a structure. I guess he wanted to be 

at the head of that structure, but then I wouldn’t know for sure. I asked him how could he be 

saying that pylons were the alternative? I said he should come and see my bungalow with 

the pylon in the back – pylons are the problem I sez, not the alternative. He didn’t seem to 

take me seriously, it might have been the disguise. My friend, you seem a straight-up bloke, 

I sez, so a word of advice. We have a common enemy – EirGrid and Fat Pat. The strength 

of the movement is the community – the People – listen to them, don’t tell them what to do, 

we have the cute hoors doing that already and God forbid you turn out to be another cute 

hoor. We are all singing from the same hymn sheet – let the people find their own voice, 

don’t tell them which song to sing, especially if it just happens to be your favourite song. 

This is a people’s movement, let the people rule. Like they do today, and those gombeens 

in Leinster house are sweatin cos of it. 

I even know what its called now, I saw it on the letter to those Arbitration lawyers of EirGrid 

– participatory democracy. A mouthful sure, but delicious to the discerning palate, so my 

chef friend told me. I am sure thats how the Waterford groups are so strong, and leading 

the rest of the country by example – the people speak and the people govern – the leaders 

follow. 

 

Jeanie Mac – it was like a who’s who of anti-pylon people – Tom McGurk, who is tall 

enough to step over the feckin pylon and a top man – he must be to speak over that Right 

Hook. Gerry Adams – with his own sign that he made in his office – ‘SF Against Wind’ – no 

mention of the undergrounding, but just connect the dots, Gerry. I spoke to a lovely lady 

from Mayo who had never been to a protest before but this was important she said – good 

woman yourself. 

Of course there were loads of cute hoors looking for all the votes on offer – sure everyone 

is suddenly anti-pylon. Before you cast your vote just remember who was there from the 

beginning, fighting in the trenches. Your man Kieran Hartley will get my vote for sure – he 

was there from the start with the heroes from Comeragh Against Pylons in Kilmacthomas. I 

remember in the early days when Kieran travelled all the way up to Mullingar to speak to 

us, when we didn’t have a clue – well I did, having taken the thirty pieces of silver, but the 

people there didn’t have a notion what was going on and Kieran spoke to us and answered 

all our questions. Gas Man – he gets my vote for Europe. 
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A fellow in front was making a lot of noise and trying to stir things up – I saw the Carlow 

colours and thought he was a Hogan supporter – a Phil-istine – trying to start a fight maybe. 

The guards were watching him for a while as your man was foaming at the mouth and 

roarin fit to bust. When I got close and saw the Rasta colours I realised your man was there 

to support the hemp / biomass option and he was singing ‘Stir It Up ’, rather than just acting 

the eejit. 

 

The speaker that impressed me the most was himself, Sean Cullinan. A bear of a man – he 

would be playing flank for Munster if your man Stander wasn’t so brilliant – but with the 

intellect of Einstein (and youse thought I was too thick to know these things. Remember I 

was two years in Maynooth, so I know all about Albert and his Theory of Serendipity). Sean 

was telling us how important it was for us to vote for the pylon candidates in the elections 

on 23 May. Forget party politics, vote for your anti-pylon candidates cos that is how we will 

kick Leinster House in the arse. Get our people into the European parliament to shout back 

at the wind lobby, get people onto your local Council to stop planning applications for more 

turbines. That is the way forward. People power. 

 

At that stage I was sweatin fit to melt. I needed scoops, loads of them. With one last look at 

my big happy family, I was gone, out of the disguise and away, back to Mullingar. 

 

 

(17 April 2014) 

  



Revolution 

 

 

Did yees know that auld Nelson Mandela over dere in Africa was imprisoned by the evil 

aparthate regime for blowing up a pylon? And we all know what happened to your man after 

that – the Nobel Peace Prize and getting the title of world champion of the twentieth 

century. Makes youse think dunnit? 

 

Some of ye lads might be startin to tink we have our own evil regime right here. 

 

I was just after seeing the Mandela fillim “The Long Walk to Freedom” and it showed how 

he was a lawyer, and tried to live within the law, and followed the rules, but after a while he 

realised that the laws were so evil that it was impossible to follow dem and be a good 

person at the same time – one had to choose between good and evil. He chose good and 

so blew up that pylon. 

 

So then I was thinking what is the law here? The law is called The Strategic Infrastructure 

Act, and it fecks over the previous planning laws altogether. It says that when the 

government call something a strategic infrastructure, all the doors fly open and they just 

walk right in, usually over the dead bodies of good and honest Irish citizens. The same law 

says that these strategic infrastuctures don’t need to go to the elected County Council first 

for Planning Permission, they go straight to An Bord Pleanala, and of course we know that 

the ABP are full of government appointed hoors, falling over themselves to get a sniff of 

Enda’s backside. ABP now means Arse-Bandit Plonkers. 
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Me being a blocklayer I thought I must have got this wrong. As a youngfella I was taught 

that we lived in a democracy. A democracy means the citizens get the last word. Peig 

couldn’t help me, so I thought I would see for myself. I went up to Portlaoise on the train 

and got hold of the file on the ABP decision to allow EirGrid to build a substation in 

Coolnabacca, which is in the Laios-Kilkenny area. The file was thick and took me all day to 

read it, there were so many representations from the people of the area. They all felt new to 

the touch – like they were never read before. 

 

Jaysus wept. They call it a sub-station. There is nothing sub about it – it’s a feckin Super-

station with 17 bays which means 17 high-power (400kV) lines comin in: Connections to a 

lot of wind farms, any fool can see that, it’s as plain as da tits on a monkey. 

EirGrid said it was for the upgrade and extension of a 110 kV line to Kilkenny and the ABP 

agreed with them. Evidence was led by the local people that it was to connect lots of wind 

farms – the evidence was a letter from Eirgrid in 2009, where the Project Manager says “the 

substation is for the future connection of renewables (windfarms)”. That seemed pretty clear 

to me: Eirgrid were talking bollocks with their story of a line extension, but that was ignored 

by your man from the APB. 

When they realised their Environmental Impact Statement was dodgy, EirGrid asked to 

amend it there and then in the hearing, without giving the people time to respond, and your 

man from APB allowed them, saying it was ‘within his remit to do so’. Your remit needs a 

refit methinks. In the bad old days we’d be lookin for the brown envelope – but this is just 

too daft to be bent, and having shit for brains is not a crime. 

Anybody, even a blueshirt with half a brain, can see that feckin Eirgrid will use this super-

station to connect the wind-farms in the Counties of Kilkenny, Laois, probably Wexford – 17 

wind farms is a lot of wind farms – they said so in their letter. Hundreds of good folk trusted 

An Bord Pleanala to see through this obvious lie and banjax the whole mess, but the ABP 

just became part of that lie and let it go ahead. 

 

This is when good people, who have obeyed the law their whole life, come to that point 

where your man Mandela was at when he said – the law is fecked-up evil, I cannot stand by 

and let it go on. You would understand if some yoke felt desperate enough to do something 

silly – please God that never happens. It is up to this regime to show the people it is not evil 

and stop this madness – now. 

 

(28th April 2014) 

  



 

  

PADDY 

PYLON 

 

http://paddypylon.com/
http://paddypylon.com/
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A Clean Sweep 

 

I was in the audience for The People’s Debate with auld Vincent Brown on Wednesday 

night. I had heard that the last one was a great shout-match altogether, and I was keen to 

get in a few kicks against the pricks. 

 

First disappointment – the Blueshirts and the Sellouts didn’t pitch up – no FG and no 

Labour, bunch of shit-arsed bellends, the lot of them. This is a national debate with Ireland’s 

best political commentator, especially after the pig swill that Enda Kenny sprays around, 

and the rulers are too arrogant and up their own arses to even send somebody. The topic 

was our participation in the EU. So why no Phil Hogan, who got the Golden Ticket to 

Europe from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory? Are you lazy already Phil, and you haven’t 

even got to Brussels yet? 

The Rulers have a great tradition of not pitching when they are expected. Just yesterday 

James Reilly didn’t bother to arrive to open the new A&E at that place that used to be the 

Waterford Regional Hospital, but is now the Dunmore Road Dressing Station. Quinn didn’t 

bother to go to the Teachers Conference, your ex-man Shatter didn’t bother to go to the 

Garda Conference, and then they stopped inviting him anyway. He went to the lawyers’ 

conferences, but then he always did enjoy a good arse-licking, did Alan. Not much licking 

now, hey boyo? 

Back to auld Vincent and all the shouting and roaring on the show. Not so much this time, 

but the Lefties were crowding out the place altogether. All talk about giving the banks to the 

people, and joining with like-minded yokes in the other EU countries who have been 

fecked-over by the money-grabbers and the politicians in their pocket. It was a grand show 

and took me back to my first year at NUI when I needed a filler course and so took Political 

Studies and read about auld Marx and his Communist Manifesto. It’s all coming true now 

with the means of production in the hands of the elite classes, and the alienation of the 

worker coming to boiling point – the final stage of capitalism before the Glorious Revolution. 

Sure, I was ready to man the barricades there and then, and string the Rulers up by their 

bollocks to the nearest pylon – the only problem was that the arsewipes didn’t bother to 

show. Don’t start the revolution without me, but for now let’s just vote the feckers out. 

 



Second disappointment – I was there to shout about the pylons and the EU energy policy 

being hijacked by the wind-turbine manufacturers, but there was hardly a mention. Your 

man Kieran Hartley tried to talk about pylons, and sure, he gave that waste-of-space 

Eamon Ryan a good dissing – I was hootin’ and whistlin’ fit to bust – Kieran still gets my 

vote. But the most talk was about The Debt and the banks and the common man taking one 

to many up the shithole and enough was enough, and feck the bourgeoisie, the proletariat 

was gonna whip their arse, and so on. 

Vincent, we need a Peoples Debate about energy policy, wind-farms and pylons. If you do 

that I’ll drag Fat Pat down there myself. 

Now I know The Debt is awful and myself I haven’t had a job for almost a year now, but we 

need some of that Marxist spirit to stop the pylons. Biomass means jobs. Pylons destroy 

jobs. Wind turbines destroy local economies and make rich men richer. It’s the same story, 

with the same people, just different props. They used the banks to rape and pillage the Irish 

economy, now they want to do the same to the countryside and the people – rape and 

pillage using pylons and wind turbines. They’ve destroyed our economy, now they want to 

take our environment and our health and turn the whole country into a cash-generating 

wind farm, burying the bodies in the concrete bases of the turbines. It’s a capitalistic version 

of The Great Hunger, and FineGael / Labour are in charge of the death squad. 

It’s time to join the dots and say – ENOUGH! 

 

The old system must be crushed and replaced with something different and better 

altogether. Out with the old, in with the new. If you see the same tired old faces on the 

posters just piss on them. Vote in the fresh Independent face. Vote in the anti-pylon face. I 

don’t give a flying feck what party you belong to as long as you do and say the right things: 

NO PYLONS! NO WIND FARMS! GIVE US BACK OUR LAND!  

Now get the feck out of here and make your cross on the day. 

 

(9th May 2014) 
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The Copper Coast 

 

 

 

Things were getting too hot in Mullingar with the Election Police sniffing around and closing 

my accounts and even raiding the house, I shit you not. They took away the old laptop for 

‘forensic analysis’ and never brought it back, probably scared of Peig who was screaming 

at em fit to bust. So I’m sitting here in Mullingar Library putting these words together on a 

jammy old computer last used by James Joyce when he wrote the feckin Dubliners. 

You’d never recognise me with my beret and pencil moustache, but I am just back from 

laying low in France over the elections. 

I got an e-mail sometime back from the FCT (Français Combattre les Turbines) inviting me 

to come over and learn from them as they’ve been in the business for a while now. I was a 

bit skittish after what we had done to them in the Six Nations, and in their backyard, but cos 

Mullingar felt like living in a police state with the black cars and ‘house visits’, I thought how 

much worse could it be, like ? 

When I got over there and they tried to speak to me and me to them, twas all a bit 

confusing to be sure but we got the hang of it after a load of red wine and cheese and that 

syrupy diesel they drink – pastis – a bit like poteen, it tastes grand after the tenth one . 

The Frenchies were reading my blog and thought I had a wind turbine in my backyard. I 

managed to draw a picture of The Pylon and they understood then. Noworries, as we 

agreed that wind turbines need pylons to carry the juice, so your enemy is my enemy and 

dats da ting now. Anyways,  there’s a plan for a huge windfarm been built just up the road 

from me with enough noise and flicker to drive one spare, so I might as well learn about the 

feckers now. 

My new mon ami invited me on a raid. I was a bit jumpy as this was the real deal, even 

down to wearing black and rubbing burnt cork all over my face, although I think twas just a 

burnt Gauloise stub by the smell of it. No guns thank God, just a huge feckin toolbox, the 

three of them and myself. 



We drove out into the country, my new best friend explaining that it was easier to target 

turbines in the countryside, there being nobody around to check up on them. The words 

were hardly out of his gob when we came up to one of these monsters – 

jesusmaryandjoseph, they are giant – 100 metres I was told. 

 

*** 

It was like a French episode of the A-Team, Le Oui Team. A giant of a man, who looked 

just like that rugby player Sebastian Cheval – The Horse – was out with the boltcutters and 

hacksaw and had the door at the base of the tower open in two ticks. I sat on the car 

bonnet and kept lookout – not that you could see anything in the pitch black. A minute later 

the huge Frenchie comes over to me, kisses me on both cheeks, lifts me off the car and 

hoofs me towards the door, before sitting himself down on the car. His way of saying ‘ye’re 

missing all the fun, get inside ya wee monkey’. 

I’d never been inside a turbine but sure it’s like the stairway at Blarney Castle – it just goes 

round and round and up and up – too narrow for Le Giant outside. At the top theres the 

other two French boys, with those little miners helmets with the light on them. They were 

already taking the plate off the side of the engine. And then I saw it and knew why we were 

here – copper wire, and loads of it. Almost a ton of it to be exact, and your man explained 

that they would get €4500.00 for the copper wire from the one turbine. 

At this stage I was in a panic cos this was too serious for me, and I had visions of a French 

jail smelling of onions and old garlic, being probed every night by another version of The 

Horse, so I just wanted to get out of there. And we did – the crew had that copper wire out 

of there so quick and into the back of the van and we were gone before you could say 

merde, baiser les Anglais. Just as quickly we stopped at what looked like a junk yard and 

your man had a stash of euros bulging in his pocket. 

 

What happened next caught me completely on the hop and is the only reason I’m telling ye 

about this in the first place. We stopped at an orphanage on the outskirts of town – Le 

Orphelinat – and, I swear to God I saw this with my own eyes – your man puts the money in 

a big brown envelope and pushes it through the slot into the letter box, and then we were 

off. Robin des Bois himself. Who would have thought it ? 

 

The FCT now has a fellow organisation in Ireland, called LIFT (Liberation of Ireland From 

Turbines), and the designated charity is Vincent de Pauls. Who’s up for it ? 

 

(3rd June 2014) 
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Busted 

 

 

 

You’ve not heard from me for a few months because the law finally caught up with me. To 

be sure twas a good run but tis grand to be back with Peig and Saoirse again after sleeping 

in barns and back seats, one step ahead of the shades. I’m out on bail which Peig 

organised with her boss at work – gas man. 

 

My brief advised me against putting up any more posts as it might banjax my case. That 

was before the prosecutor decided to make it non-indictable which means it will only be 

heard by a judge, no jury. That’s cos a jury would’ve set me free. The upside is that we all 

know a judge couldn’t be arsed to read  a blog so I reckon I’m grand. Anyways, I was just 

told that I have been nominated for a Blog of the Year award by one of my 35000 readers, 

and I can’t keep me gob shut after that, can I? 

 

Cos of a complaint from the now ex-Ministers (with a push from EirGrid and the wind 

industry), I was charged under the Scurrilous Misdeeds Against the State Act of 1892. My 

lawyer says that I am allowed to put a copy of the charge sheet on my blog as apparently it 

is a public document. Fair enough, here goes, ‘to wit’: 

 

. 

 

    

  



 Mullingar Circuit Criminal Court 

    THE PEOPLE at the suit of the Director of Public Prosecutions 

    v 

    Padraig C. Pylon 

 

    Bill No. 792 / 2014 

    Charge Preferred to the Court 

  ———————————————————————————————————————– 

    Statement of Offence 

————————————————————————————————————————– 

    Count No.1: 

    The undermining of public confidence in the Government in contravention of Section 2 of 

the Scurrilous Misdeeds Against the State Act of 1892. 

    Particulars of Sample Offence: 

    That on 31/01/2014; 04/02/2014; 11/02/2014; 11/03/2014; and 23/03/2014; the 

Defendant did undermine the system of governance in this country by exposing the highly 

questionable activities, alternatively the bone-headed incompetence, of various Ministers of 

State, both current and previous. 

 

       Count No.2: 

    The undermining of foreign investment in contravention of Section 3 of the Scurrilous 

Misdeeds Against the State Act of 1892. 

    Particulars of Offence: 

    That on 11 February 2014 the Defendant did expose and detail the nefarious activities of 

government ministers and the semi-State organisation known as EirGrid, alleging misuse of 

funds and wastage of public monies, causing potential investors to invest in Zimbabwe, 

Gaza and Colombia, these being considered of better potential than Ireland as a result of 

the Defendant’s relentless exposure of the bribery and corruption occurring in the Republic. 

 

    . 
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    Count No.3: 

    The undermining of public confidence in the Department of Communication, Energy and 

Natural Resources in contravention of Section 3 of the Scurrilous Misdeeds Against the 

State Act of 1892. 

    Particulars of Sample Offence: 

    That on 31/01/2014; 04/02/2014; 11/02/2014; 11/03/2014; and 23/03/2014; the 

Defendant did undermine the system of public administration in this country by conclusively 

showing that the abovementioned Department did, with malice aforethought, fail, neglect 

and undermine the provisions of the Aarhus Treaty by embarking on the Grid 25 Project 

without consulting, properly or at all, the citizens of Ireland, despite the ominous and 

adverse health, financial, environmental and social consequences associated with the 

aforementioned Project . 

 

       Count No.4: 

    The undermining of the careers of specific politicians in contravention of Section 4 of the 

Scurrilous Misdeeds Against the State Act of 1892. 

 

    Particulars of Sample Offence: 

    That on 31/01/2014; 04/02/2014; 11/02/2014; 11/03/2014; and 23/03/2014; the 

Defendant did undermine the careers of various politicians by exposing them as double-

dealing, incompetent, or plain bent; thereby directly or indirectly causing those politicians to 

lose their Cabinet seats and a shit load of money that goes with it. 

************** 

I’ll be making my first appearance in the District Court next Friday, so clutch your bollocks 

when you wish me luck. 

(26 July 2014) 

 

Blog Award 

Ah Jaysus. They’ve gone and made me a finalist in the Blog Awards. Will somebody ask 

the Minister of Justice to tell the Governor of Mountjoy to let me out for the day so I can 

collect my medal? Surely even the wind industry can’t be that feckin nasty. 

(22nd September 2014) 

  



Letter from Mountjoy 

 

Unit 666 
Mountjoy Prison 

Dublin 

Mrs Peig Pylon 
69 Enda’s Passage 
Mullingar 
Westmeath 
6 November 2014 

 

Dear Peig 

I’m comin’ home, I’ve done my time 

Now I’ve got to know is dat pylon live? 

When you receive this letter tellin’ youse I’ll soon be free 

I just need you to do this one thing for me 

Please Pet, just for me 

Tie a yellow ribbon ’round the auld donkey 

It’s been four hot months 

In a cell with John Joe Leigh 

If I see dat feckin pylon ….. 

I’ll kick up a fuss 

Scream ‘feck’ ‘arse’and cuss 

Flash my langer on RTE 

If I don’t see a yellow ribbon round the aul’ donkey. 

 

Love and kisses 
Paddy 

  

https://paddypylon.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/irish-prison-service.gif
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Unit 666 
Mountjoy Prison 
Dublin 

Alex White TD, 
Dail Eireann, 

Leinster House, 
Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 
6 November 2014 

  

Hiya Alex 

I’m comin’ home, you know the rhyme 

Now I want to know what you’ve done this time 

When you receive my letter tellin’ you I’ll soon be free 

Then you’ll know just what to do if you don’t want me 

screamin’ like a banshee 

Tie a “cancelled” ribbon round that Grid 25 

It’s been seven long years 

And EirGrid’s still alive 

If I don’t see EirGrid going back to the ESB 

I’ll kick up a fuss 

Scream ‘feck’ ‘arse’and cuss 

Flash my langer on RTE 

If I don’t see EirGrid going back to the E.S.B.. 

Yours etc. 
Padraig Pylon 

 

(11th June 2014) 

  

https://paddypylon.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/irish-prison-service.gif


Right2Water March 

 

My early release was on the promise that I stay in Mullingar but there was no way I wez 

missin the Right2Water march and Peig was also gaggin to go. So we loaded up Saoirse’s 

wheelchair in the van and all three of us were off to the Big Smoke. I had me knuckleduster 

in my pocket for the gobshite who tried to start. This was a peaceful protest, and the first 

Shinner who stepped out of line was going to get it. And to give credit, the crowd was 

grand, probably cos it was too feckin cold to do anything else. The only misbehaving was 

by a couple of guards in Merrion Square who was chirping some of the lads. I also saw a 

plainclothes detective – with “Guard is Good” tattooed on his arm – pushing and shoving 

some wenches on one of the barriers – feckin eejit. 

 

Dis was all about the means of production and the masters of capital taking more and more 

and leaving the ordinary folks – the lumpen proleteriat – with feck all. Dats according to 

Richie Boyd-Barrett and ah Jeez, he was grand altogether, with aul Damien churning out 

the choons. Gerry and the boyos gave it some welly but we’ve heard it before. Richie was 

the star of the show, along with the organiser of the whole caboodle, Brendan Oogle – good 

man himself. 

And Richie is dead right – this abortion of a government is all about piling away the cash, 

for themselves and their big business brothers, as quick as they can. It is about feckin-over 

the ordinary folk, the rural folk, the elderly, the disabled, the youth – you name it, this 

government has screwed it, like some huge hungry whore. It is about the money paid to 

wind farms, and the money paid to bankers and bond holders, and about the money paid to 

your man for his water meters and his pylons. The water charge is just the latest of a long 

list of money paid by blocklayers like me, out of work for two years now, but still paying and 

paying, until there is just no more. 
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While we were singing along with Glen Hansard I was chattin to your wan who was telling 

me that she can’t even buy bags of sweets for her chissellers this Christmas cos she’s 

already saving her pennies to buy them new school shoes for next year. Jesus H Christ on 

a stick – is this what we’ve come to? 

How many? Your blondy wan Sharon on the 6 o’clock news on His Masters Voice tried to 

say 30 000. Feck off yer slag. The guards were stopping people from going into Merrion 

Square cos they said it was at capacity of 60 000. And that was just after 12.30 with loads 

of people still streaming in off the buses, so feck off with yer 30 000. Youze did the same 

with the anti-pylon / windfarm march when you estimated less than half of what we knew 

was there. Your ‘30 000’ in truth means well more than 60 000. Maybe not quite the 100 

000 but close enough, given that it was a work day and feckin brass monkeys. 

 

The lies you have told us – first Fat Pat Rabbitte, then Herr Hogan, now Belly Kelly – with 

Bent Enda and Croan Joan conducting the choir. You lied about the energy, about the 

electricity, about the renewables, about the banks, about the HSE, about our schools, and 

now about the water. And christalmighty we are sick of it. So stick it up your arse cos sure 

as green apples we will do it for you given half the chance. Youse have taken a great 

country and a proud people just too much for granted whilst you’ve piled away the cash – 

but no more. It stops here. 

 

(11 December 2014) 

  



The Wind industry is Owned by the Oil Industry! 

 

Jaysus, I knew it. I been sayin this for feckin ages but all the lads say ‘Ah youre pissed 

Paddy’ or ‘Yer cracked Paddy’ or suchlike. Now maybe you boyos will feckin listen to me – 

the oil industry owns the feckin’ wind farms and the pylons I bet. 

 

Makes sense dunnit? If you need more power stations to back up the dodgy windmills, then 

if you build more windmills you need to build more power stations. Scratch my arse an I’ll 

scratch yours. 

 

So what does that mean? The oil boyos buy the feckin wind industry, convince the 

government (who couldn’t find their own arse in the jacks) that they need to build all these 

wind farms or else they will have to pay the EU zillions in fines, and they make money 

selling windfarms, making a fortune in subsidies, and selling more oil and gas to run all the 

new power stations to keep the lights on when the wind doesn’t blow. 

 

You couldn’t make this shit up. 

 

Still don’t believe me? Well read the feckin report yourself. 
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Grand Conseil des  changements  climatiques, 

de la Chambre de l'Organisation mondiale de chaleur. 

 

Executive Summary of Report to be submitted to the XIV Conglomerate, Nice. 
 

Introduction 
Concerns were expressed by a number of environmental groups in both Europe and the United States of 
America, regarding the apparent anomaly of an increase in the construction and commission of 
conventional fuel (coal, gas and oil) power generation stations despite the increased production of industrial 
wind turbine emplacements in both the EU and the USA. 

 

Grand Council initiated an investigation to be conducted by Interpol and observed by the FBI into the 
European renewable industry energy, with specific emphasis on industrial wind turbine emplacements in 
Germany, Denmark, United Kingdom and Ireland. 

 

Findings 
The investigations have produced incontrovertible evidence that the wind energy industry is 
owned and / or controlled by oil and gas corporations. There would appear to be an elaborate use 
of corporate identity manipulation and shelf company utilisation in order to conceal the ultimate 
ownership of these industrial  wind turbine developers. 
 
In addition there is substantial evidence of complicity of organised crime at all levels of the wind 
energy industry, and this Council has urged the Attorney General of the Hague Court to liaise with 
our investigators with the view to bringing criminal charges against a number of corporate 
members. 

 

The investigation has uncovered substantial evidence that as industrial wind turbines need to be 
supplemented by conventional power generation stations, due to their unpredictable output given 
the variation of wind generation, the aforementioned oil and gas corporations quickly established 
ownership and/or control of the wind generation industry, and thereafter ensured excess 
production of industrial wind turbines and industrial wind turbine emplacements, in order to 
increase the demand for conventional fuel power generation stations, in addition to claiming 
substantial monies in the form of renewable energy subsidies awarded in terms of EU legislation 
by Member States. 

 

Conclusion 
The Grand Council will be recommending to the Commission that all further production of 
industrial wind turbines, and the erection of industrial wind turbine emplacements, in the EU be 
halted immediately. 

(Issued 24-07-2015) 

Grand Conseil des changements climatiques, de la Chambre de l'Organisation mondiale 

de chaleur. 

77-B Rue le Cul, 75001 Paris, France 



 

Editor’s Note 

 

Neither Paddy nor Peig have been seen again since exposing this Report. Saoirse left for 

Australia (and a guaranteed hospital bed) last year. Perhaps they joined her. 

 

Some claim that he was taken away by the FG Secret Police, whilst others have claimed 

that he is farming in Mayo. A neighbour claims that he was taken by men in sharp suits, but 

he was on the drink at the time. His house is empty. His family, the donkey, and the ‘auld 

horse’ are gone. The pylon remains. 

 

Wherever the Pylon family is, this slim volume is a testament to the man (and his wife) who 

measured the pulse of the nation, and witnessed a successful public protest that stopped 

the monstrosity that was GridLink, removed a Cabinet Minister (and quite likely his 

successor as well), and as he himself would have said it, kicked our conscience up the 

arse. 

 

Hugo Grotious 

22 de vrijheid van de pers Straat; Amsterdam. 

December 2015 


